Submission from Carol O’Donnell
Standing Committee on Natural Resources Management (Climate Change), Parliament
House
Dear Sir/Madam
I refer to the call for submissions to the Standing Committee on Natural Resources
Management (Climate Change) and wish to submit a range of information related to your
terms of reference.
In regard to your first term of reference, I submit that estimation of the costs and benefits for
natural resource managers of national and international greenhouse gas emission trading
schemes will be impossible to determine effectively unless transparent management
systems to attain sustainable development are implemented in all related industry contexts.
I discuss some general requirements for these in attachments recently submitted to current
Australian trade and auto industry inquiries and also in the attached article entitled, 'Up the
value chain to greenhouse gas reduction through better risk management and design of
competitive markets', which is forthcoming in 'Public Administration Today', the journal of the
Institute of Public Affairs of Australia.
The transitional arrangements necessary to participate in the NSW emissions trading
scheme and a national scheme must also include revision of current and proposed NSW
legislation related to the management of land. The language of this is totally
incomprehensible and does not appear designed to value sustainable development. In its
current form it can only generate confusion, delay and legal cost as well as increasing the
risk of corruption. My recent submission on this is provided below.
All the matters I discuss have major economic and environmental implications for the state of
offset activities in that my recommendations are designed to assist more effective offset
management by first achieving better design of more competitive markets which are also
geared to achieve sustainable development and related triple bottom line accounting.
Thank you for the opportunity to present all these related matters for your consideration.
Yours truly
Carol O'Donnell
St James Court
10/11 Rosebank St
Glebe, Sydney 2037.

Dear Sir/Madam
This submission discusses the Environmental Planning and Assessment Amendment Bill
(2008), the Building Professional Amendment Bill (2008) and the Explanatory Notes for
these bills. However, some related trade matters are also attached.
These bills and their explanatory notes are perhaps the worst examples of
incomprehensible, expensive and time wasting legal and related government product that I
have ever seen. I have not 'read' the Strata Management Legislation Bill 2008 but I guess it
is no better. As a person who worked in policy and advisory positions in the WorkCover
Authority for ten years, I have seen a lot of outdated, determinedly unclear, uninformative,
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repetitive, voluminous legislation. However, the Environmental Planning and Assessment
Bill and the Building Professional Amendment Bill in my experience take the cake. No
wonder NSW Councils have recently been sacked for corruption. If this is the standard of
legislation in planning it is a wonder that anybody involved in the process has any idea of
what they are supposed to be doing. The proposed legislation is so incomprehensible that it
is hard to believe that this is not what state government wants. One wonders why.
Land is the foundation of all production and livelihood for everybody in NSW, so the
expected dealings related to it must be clear in order to avoid corruption and expense.
Neither of the abovementioned bills have objects so I have no idea what the aim of the
proposed legislation is. Even the overviews of the bills, which will be forgotten once the bills
are passed, are equally unhelpful because they merely assure the reader that the object is
'to implement improvements'. One apparently must take it on trust that the changes the bills
recommend are in the public interest rather than the reverse. I find it totally impossible to
understand what is required under these bills and why, because the language appears to be
as unclear, repetitive, confusing and as generally uninformative as possible. This is in part
achieved by stating the unimportant but obvious until one's eyes glaze over.
For one of thousands of examples of such problems see Division 4 of the Environmental
Planning and Assessment Amendment Bill (2008) on Crown Developments. Since there is
an elected government and no queen in NSW, a normal person might be forgiven for not
knowing that the Crown is actually the NSW government. However, under Division 4 88 (1)
Definitions, one is told that a Crown development application means a development
application made by or on behalf of the Crown. This definition is a waste of space because
instead of explaining that the 'Crown' is the word for government, (albeit outdated for
centuries), it simply repeats the word 'Crown' as if everybody knows the Crown is
supposedly the government. Section 88 (2) states:
A reference in this Division to the Crown:
(a) includes a reference to a person who is prescribed by the regulations to be the Crown for the
purposes of the Divisions, and:
(b) does not include a reference to:
(i) a capacity of the Crown that is prescribed by the regulations not to be the Crown
for the purposes for the purposes of this Division, or
(ii) a person who is prescribed by the regulation not to be the Crown for the purposes
of this Division.
The above merely states the obvious, extremely confusingly, without providing any
necessary information. It is vital to know whether any person involved in the planning
process is expected to be acting on behalf of government, in a regulatory capacity, or on
behalf of a member of the private sector, in a market capacity. In spite of its wordily
incomprehensible statement of the bleeding obvious, I have absolutely no idea what the
discussion of Crown developments means or requires in this context. This problem is
completely typical of the rest of this outrageously worded, proposed legislation. This is
lawyers' talk, whose ultimate purpose is to convince ordinary people that they are stupid and
must give control of their affairs to the legally trained at great expense. A government which
stands behind such abuse of the public trust and purse is criminal in my view. Why does
there appear to be no government desire to support plain English in this legislation?
State planning requirements must be better coordinated with Commonwealth and local
plans to achieve sustainable development, effective public/private partnerships and triple
bottom line accounting, as I argued in a previous submission on the NSW Department of
Planning discussion paper, 'Improving the NSW Planning System' (2007). The complex,
insufficiently explained, apparently unjustified but voluminous requirements of the NSW
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Treasury Gateway Review System Workbooks appear to pose related problems for national
investment and development in this context. The NSW Government procurement policy
requires their completion for the procurement of infrastructure, information technology,
property and goods and services. In my experience, read them and weep.
Australian governments are supposedly supportive of sustainable development and land
use is the foundation of this because inappropriate land use destroys biodiversity. However,
the proposed legislation appears to take no interest at all in the relationship of environment
planning and assessment to the requirements of sustainable development. For example,
how is this proposed legislation supposed to related to the City of Sydney Draft Ecological
Sustainable Development Control Plan (2007) which deals, among other things, with
planning controls and environmental rating tools related to energy, water, stormwater and
water sensitive urban design, waste and materials selection? How are the
incomprehensible legislative hurdles erected under the Environmental Planning and
Assessment Amendment Bill (2008), the Building Professionals Amendment Bill (2008) and
the City of Sydney control plan expected to relate to each other? It is vital for this to be
known in order to avoid confusion, corruption and massive legally driven cost.
Poor housing decisions add to greenhouse gas emissions and other environment problems.
Governments and other interested parties should put forward project proposals to the Council
of Australian Governments (COAG) as solutions to these problems. The concerns of 85
Councils from across NSW whose members rallied to oppose the proposed changes to the
NSW Planning System are also logically treated in a coordinated, national, context. Councils
call for an efficient development and approvals process, which is not undertaken at the
expense of heritage, sustainability and the democratic right for input into the future of the
neighbourhood. These claims must be implemented from more broadly open and scientific
regional perspectives to be effectively met and corruption free. The alternative is more
confusion, division, cost and conflict, driven largely by the twin desires for market and political
advancement. Councils are concerned that any NSW plans to limit monetary contributions to
councils from developers will prevent the latter from providing local facilities and services.
They also say these development contributions provide only a fraction of the cost of
infrastructure needs. However, future funding or in-kind contributions for land purchase,
housing and infrastructure development need to be more clearly and broadly justified.
Otherwise they will increase the divide between the wealthier 60% of the population and the
poorer 40% even further.
I urge the NSW government to take back its currently proposed legislation and support
revision of planning legislation from national and related regional perspectives. Present it in
plain English so that land planning and all related objects and requirements for sustainable
development are clear to everybody. The current situation generates corruption, confusion,
environment degradation, and cost for all Australians. Only lawyers and the corrupt are
likely winners from the current legislative proposals.
Yours truly
Carol O'Donnell
St James Court
10/11 Rosebank Street
Glebe, Sydney, 2037.
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SUBMISSION TO THE REVIEW OF EXPORT POLICIES AND PROGRAMS

Overview
This submission to the Review of Export Policies and Programs conducted by the Department of
Foreign Affairs and Trade seeks to assist the construction of a more strategic, whole of government
approach to advancing all Australian and related regional interests together. It calls for a coordinated
industry stakeholder and related community management focus on the need for sustainable
development as the driving force of all production and trade. Some questions of the review are
addressed later in this context.
However, to illustrate the generally recommended way forward, a submission to the current Review
of the Automotive Industry is attached. This argues that all existing Australian automotive industry
support mechanisms should be folded into the new Green Car Innovation Fund announced by the
Australian Government and this fund should be appropriately broadened and renamed:
The safer, greener, planned transport innovation fund
A suggested automotive industry plan to attain greater innovation is discussed with the aim of
assisting automotive industry and related fund goals to be pursued more competitively in more
broadly coordinated Australian and related regional contexts. The ideal aim is to enable all
stakeholders and their current or potential trading partners to achieve sustainable development and
triple bottom line accounting – financial, social and environmental - as broadly and effectively as
possible. This is ideally assisted by more openly planned management of funds to identify the
outcomes of competitive project administration. The current poor alternative is to perpetuate many
unrelated, bureaucratic, academic or related silos trying to pick winners to deliver small amounts of
funds to, at great expense. This is a waste of money. The expenditure goals are wrong and are also
unlikely to be met.
What factors are inhibiting Australian business from exporting?
Economic crises show the need for greater world governance, especially to manage 'public goods' like
financial stability and environment development. Papers of the Annual Bank Conference on
Development Economics (Stiglitz and Muet, 2001) reflect a new high level understanding that more
planned investment approaches are necessary to assist markets to meet the economic, social and
environmental aims of triple bottom line accounting. Hilmer’s independent committee of inquiry into
an Australian national competition policy in 1993 should have led naturally to a highly competitive
approach to sustainable development and triple bottom line accounting. He defined competition as,
‘striving or potential striving of two or more persons or organizations against one another for the
same or related objects’ (1993, p.2). However, this late twentieth century idea, that competition need
not only be for money, has since been overlooked as a result of dysfunctional additions to older
legislation such as the Trade Practices Act. Understanding what Hilmer’s view of competition
required but did not get the chance to achieve is necessary for positive change. It needs to be
implemented to support sustainable development.
I also attach my submission to the Australia 20/20 Summit which answers all ten questions addressed
at the summit, in order to provide a holistic understanding of how to treat all related problems of
development. The conceptualization and delivery of services in secretive silos, rather than in
coordinated, openly planned and clearly accountable industry and community contexts is a major
development problem. Continuing, feudal, legal domination, which has not even advanced to being
seen as social service, destroys the potential for rational administration and all related opportunities
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for quality management and more effective competition. The legal monopoly and culture need to be
destroyed.
To what extent is Australia’s information and communications technology infrastructure
inhibiting export performance, particularly in the service sector?
A learning culture is needed to support innovation. Open and flexible education for sustainable
development is necessary. Relevant open curriculum is also the most effective way of building skills
quickly. The recent explosion of information technology means it is potentially easier for curriculum
content to be disseminated through a wide variety of media and utilised quickly in related skills
development. There is now a greater need and potential than ever for the rational development of open
education content and for effective teaching and workplace based supervision to assist in the
development and assessment of competencies. However, closed and theoretically driven collegiate
cultures in universities, which are not coordinated effectively with other post-secondary education
development, make this essential development impossible. This is generally reflected in multiple
balkanised, closed and narrowly dysfunctional information technology systems.
Across the board industry benefits may be derived if industry leaders, their organizations and
members participate in broader, more open, regional industry and community planning approaches
which also address effective communication, education, skills development and research to achieve
national objectives related to achieving sustainable development. This direction should also be
supported by broadly available, clear and cheap risk management education and by making key skills
development and related undergraduate curriculum content openly and freely available to all, so that
research training for postgraduate students and others can be built more transparently and effectively
on this clear basis of promotional and certifiable knowledge. An open curriculum approach would be
the most obvious and effective way of developing many skills quickly and flexibly. It would be
helpful for fighting inflation and for business and community innovation, development and cost
cutting. The closed, computer-based, distance education initiatives which Australian universities
have funded in the past are comparatively little utilized (Gallagher 2000; Nelson 2002), their
production costs are more expensive than classroom teaching and they have not made money
(Marginson 2004). These products are not open to scrutiny so their quality cannot be judged.
Openness will improve it.
Part of the answer to developing globally inn ovative and competitive industries is to analyze and
meet the entertainment and education needs of Aust ralians and others together. Any person who
watches television may often see films which would be great for teaching purposes. However,
compared with the easy availa bility of books, the storage, availability and cost of films for teaching
purposes is abysmal. When teaching at Sydney University I also often tried to find suitably qualified
postgraduate students to undertake large quantities of essay and project marking on a casual basis, but
could seldom get anybody appropriate quickly enough because there was no effectively organized
system for doing so. The employment of students by staff is made infinitely harder because of the
generally poor and balkanized communication systems run by postgraduate and undergraduate
students. The various research, teaching and administration services of the universities and the
National Tertiary Education Union (NTEU) do not work together helpfully on their membership
communication either. In general, I think that the service and productivity gains for students, staff
and many others which could be derived from more effectively coordinated tertiary education, related
communication and information technology management systems would be enormous. However, t
here is huge resistance to more effective cooperation. This is the result of so many collegiate cultures
which determinedly ignore each others’ perspectives in order to keep advancing their own narrow
interests. Many dysfunctional collegiate clubs must be reoriented to serve society better.
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Are multilateral trade negotiations, such as the current Doha Round under the auspices of the
World Trade Organization the most effective way to open new markets and improve
international trade rules? No.
As I understand it, multilateral trade negotiations are focused only on the achievement of reduction in
trade barriers which are related to national industry protection. This reduction is necessary but needs
to be undertaken in tandem with development of many regional consultative approaches which aim at
achieving planned cooperation to attain community health and environment protection through
sustainable development. If such openly planned and competitive approaches to regional
development are not undertaken, the poor will resist reductions in barrier protection, for ve ry good
reason. They know that markets are not free and that apologists for free markets are often ideologues
acting for the rich, to whose interests they are narrowly bound by career interests and obvious lies.
Enormous disparities in wealth which exist globally and within nations, plus the fact of economic
booms and crashes, make it clear that the view that markets will clear if only governments do not
tamper with them other than to prevent monopolies arising, is highly suspect, to say the least. Those
with financial power enjoy markets that are systematically rigged in their own interests, and achieve
this partly by denial of clear and truthful information, combined with urging less informed people
into high risk behaviour. Achievement of powerful, sectional, financial goals are also assisted by rich
personal networks, client legal privilege and related legal concepts. Life may die out if one waits for
market clearing in the long run, as Keynes presciently pointed out. Poorer people are unlikely to
thrill to the idea of collectively kneecapping themselves to please a few men in suits. The
economist’s idea, that perfect information is logically necessary for perfect competition, seems to
have been conveniently forgotten by most contemporary economic ideologues. One only needs to
look at universities to see why. They are run as rigged businesses for wealthy brotherhoods with a
little ‘noblesse oblige’ thrown in ‘pro bono’.
Every teacher naturally follows suit, crying for smaller classes so that each narrowly opaque oral
culture may be carried on as comfortably as possible for those delivering it.
What emphasis should Australia place on building coalitions with like-minded countries? A lot.
See auto industry example of how to proceed, which is attached.
Are there new strategies or approaches Australia could be adopting to enhance its effectiveness
in terms of opening new markets? Yes. See auto industry example.
Should Australia support or initiate proposals aimed at reforming the WTO with the aim of
improving its effectiveness? Yes. The aim of the WTO needs to shift so that the removal of old
fashioned barrier protection for industry is linked to regional industry and related community
approaches aimed at achieving sustainable development broadly.
The first principle of the UN Rio Declaration on Environment is that humans are at the centre of concern
for sustainable development and entitled to healthy and productive lives in harmony with nature.
Australia supports global partnerships for development to achieve the UN Millennium Development
goals which aim at eradicating poverty, hunger, disease and gender inequality, as well as achieving
universal education, health and environmental sustainability. Related industry management models
ideally should stress the importance of related, consultatively developed and broadly coordinated aims,
supported by transparent service delivery to achieve these goals through related project outcome
evaluation. Australian industry, communication, education, research and competition policy should be
coordinated to assist communities and businesses to understand this direction, to achieve sustainable
development as broadly as possible.
Thank you for the opportunity to make this submission.
Yours truly
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Carol O’Donnell
St James Court, 10/11 Rosebank Street, Glebe, Sydney 2037.
UP THE VALUE CHAIN TO GREENHOUSE GAS REDUCTION THROUGH BETTER RISK
MANAGEMENT AND DESIGN OF COMPETITIVE MARKETS

Overview
This article suggests a better Australian way to gain more openly competitive innovation to achieve
greenhouse gas reduction and sustainable development in the interests of regional communities,
businesses, other organizations and individuals. It requires more broadly scientific approaches to
design of a carbon permit trading scheme, to achieve greenhouse gas reduction goals more directly
and competitively, than plans which have so far been discussed in Australia. The suggested design
of this alternative carbon permit trading scheme draws on the social insurance, administration and
competitive investment perspectives of Keynes, Beveridge, Wilenski and Hilmer. These developed
over recent decades in Australia primarily through community and work related health and disability
insurance, superannuation savings and related investment models which are also guided by national
competition requirements and relevant international agreements. Current overregulation prevents
markets being effectively informed. In the absence of more broadly scientific structures for
managing risk, many more narrow and contradictory legal, economic and scientific expectations will
make the achievement of sustainable development difficult or impossible. An audit of large
greenhouse gas polluters is discussed later to introduce necessary change. Regionally coordinated,
industry and community identification and prioritization of problems which can be solved by a range
of simple or complex innovative projects for sustainable development are now required to meet the
economic, social and environmental goals of triple bottom line accounting.
Current international and Australian expectations about greenhouse gas reduction appear
complex, confusing and confused
In 1990 the World Commission on Environment and Development defined sustainable development
as ‘development that meets the needs of the present without compromising the ability of future
generations to meet their own needs’ (Beder 2006, p. 18). The United Nations (UN) Rio Declaration
on Environment was adopted in 1992 and provides a set of principles supporting many earlier
international agreements, which may be applied on any regional and broadly scientific basis by
individuals, communities, governments and members of related industries. Its first principle is that
human beings are at the centre of concern for sustainable development and are entitled to healthy and
productive lives in harmony with nature. The adoption of the UN Framework Convention on Climate
Change in 1992 led to the Kyoto Protocol in 1997. The main difference between the two is that the
former encourages countries to reduce greenhouse gas emissions which cause global warming,
whereas the latter commits them to doing so in the staged way outlined.
The Protocol has three innovative mechanisms for achieving this – an emissions trading scheme
(ETS), joint implementation and the clean development mechanism. The main discussion has been
about the ETS, which is confusingly named, because it is not emissions which are being traded, but
permits which represent emissions.

The above market based mechanisms, as I understand them, appear to require carbon permits (credits)
related to the quantity of greenhouse gases emitted during production to be gained by polluters and
traded in a way which supposedly will lead to the required and staged reductions of emissions
globally. Permit investors, who are initially governments and those polluters who must participate in
the scheme, can supposedly identify their lowest cost opportunities for reducing emissions globally
and trade their permits accordingly. This market design ideally also attracts the participation of
broader financial investment in emissions reduction strategies. However, the Kyoto Protocol is
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mainly about the relationship of countries to each other in the ideally staged management of
emissions downwards and reporting on the results, rather than about the relationship of traders to
government or to each other in markets. The Protocol does not clearly explain how trading emissions
permits will reduce emissions in a market context or how any assumptions that it does so can be
checked. It is mainly about international goals and operations of governments, not the operation of
trading systems.
In December 2007, Kevin Rudd, the new Labor Prime Minister, signed the Kyoto Protocol. In a
lecture in May 2007, before the election, he said there are five tests for an effective ETS which are
that it must:
•
•
•
•
•

Be a cap and trade scheme to be internationally consistent
Effectively reduce emissions
Be economically responsible
Be fair
Recognize the need to act now

The cap, in a cap and trade scheme, is the level to which an organization’s emissions must be
reduced, as required by government as a result of its demand for staged emissions reductions across
the national economy. One wonders how this is measured well. The Prime Minister is also
concerned about fighting inflation first and has emphasised that it is important that a domestic
scheme does not undermine Australia’ s competitiveness and should provide mechanisms to ensure
that energy-intensive trade exposed firms in Australia are not disadvantaged. This article argues that
the social insurance and related carbon permit trading system which is presented later meets the
above criteria for an effective ETS much better than all others which are on offer so far.
A letter received from the Department of Climate Change in March 2008, as a result of making
queries to the Minister for Climate Change and Water about a number of implementation
expectations regarding the ETS, states that either a carbon tax or an ETS can be used to place a price
on carbon emissions. The Acting Assistant Secretary writes:
Carbon taxes deliver emissions reductions by setting a price on each unit of emissions and allowing
the quantity of emissions to emerge from the market. This contrasts with an ETS, where government
requires emitters to acquit a permit for each unit of emissions and government determines the total
number of permits that will be issued in the economy in any given period (the cap). In an ETS,
government directly controls the quantity of emissions (my emphasis) and their price is set by the
market.
Under an ETS, permits have a value because they are a scarce compliance instrument. The current
and future price of emissions permits is the price that firms in the economy have to pay or acquit (my
emphasis) for each unit of emissions (usually one tonne of carbon dioxide or its equivalent). These
prices thus influence firms’ production and investment decisions.
It seems to me from the above that the Minister or the Department is confused. A government
regulator cannot directly control emissions any more than it can control whether a private sector
employee is injured at work. Only the producers of the risks have the power to control them, even if
the government regulator pays for an inspector to watch every single polluter closely, which is
impossible. Such problems of government apparently pretending to omnipotence, which is common
in outdated legislation, were recognised and dealt with in the passing of state occupational health and
safety (OHS) acts in the 1980s. These acts provide employers and workers with duties of care
discussed later. The government regulator can only encourage employer action to prevent injury, or
punish after breaches are clear, or assist with the burden of rehabilitation, depending on the situation.
The above letter does not explain whether the unclear term ‘acquit’ always means ‘pay’ or can mean
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something else. Perhaps one should assume that this will be decided by the courts. This is far from a
clear start.
Implementing the Kyoto Protocol will also be very slow, costly and have many unknown outcomes, if
it is done according to the common Australian custom, which is to try to act while remaining in thrall
to a wide range of former uncoordinated, narrow, contested and often outdated legal, economic and
scientific doctrines. More direct and effective management of the Protocol would entail
governments entering into commitments with major polluters and establishing related industry and
community planning processes to identify, measure, prioritize and control greenhouse gas emissions
and other major problems of sustainable development. The funding process can also be designed to
achieve more competitive markets, as demonstrated later. Better joined up management is necessary.
For example, the design of a national carbon trading system concerns those in current discussions on
implementation of the findings of the Inquiry into Electricity Supply in NSW (Owen 2007) and has
implications for manufacturers, distributors, service providers and consumers concerned about
outcomes of these major energy privatizations.
Take opportunities to coordinate policy with more reputable international bankers
By 2008, Australians had voted Labor governments into all nine electorates. This suggests new and
general understanding of the costs of many adversarial and therefore pre-scientific practices, which
Australia has inherited and proliferated as a result of its earlier status as a British colony, under the
continuing power of its Constitution and legal monopoly custom. Gaining sustainable development
in this context will be very difficult unless narrowly designed, opaque and dysfunctional
administrations, which result from many outdated legal, bureaucratic, professional and academic
requirements are fixed. Community and business interests can be pursued more easily through
voluntary, open and broadly scientific management partnerships which competitively identify and
prioritize projects to meet sustainable development goals, supported by triple bottom line accounting.
This seeks to attain financial, social and environmental objectives. Broadly scientific management
perspectives may be achieved through general implementation of comparatively simple risk
management principles at work and in communities which are also found in many UN agreements.
Some Australians may be familiar with these as a result of health and social insurance requirements,
but a lot more education is needed.
The continuation of many older legal and economic expectations of production will lead to major
environment degradation and loss of biodiversity, unless corrected soon.
They exist partly because a common article of the traditional economist’s faith is that the interaction
of product or service supply and demand in markets will generally lead to market equilibrium and to a
comparatively common standard of living for all, at least in the long run. This, as Keynes noted, is
when we all are dead. The rising tide of production, which is mainly made possible through
technological and related management innovation, is naturally expected to lift all boats eventually. In
practice, the inequalities between and within many rich and poor nations have persisted and in some
cases grown much worse over recent decades. Sharp market fluctuations also create many problems
for producers, consumers, communities and governments in most countries. Markets are political as
well as economic constructs. They are comprised of self-interested players, who are usually the more
informed the more intimate they are with financial operations. Primary partnerships between major
producers, governments and related communities are necessary to help markets meet their ideal
expectations more effectively for all people.
As a result of environmental degradation, including climate change, Australia now faces a similar
question to the one Keynes asked in 1939. The UN Declaration of Human Rights means that
Australian women are now definitely included in it .
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The question is whether we are prepared to move out of the 19th century laissez-faire state into an era
of liberal socialism, by which I mean a system whereby we can act as an organized community for
common purposes and to promote economic and social justice, whilst respecting and protecting the
individual – his freedom of choice, his faith, his mind and its expression, his enterprise and his
property’. (Moggridge 1992, p.468)
Edited papers of the Annual Bank Conference on Development Economics entitled ‘Governance,
Equity and Global Markets’ (Stiglitz and Muet, 2001) reflect new understanding at the highest levels
of the banking community that more planned investment approaches are necessary to assist markets
to meet regional community and related government aims. Many argued that economic crises have
shown the need for greater world governance, especially to manage 'public goods' such as financial
stability and environment protection. They stated many economists now look beyond ‘the
Washington consensus', which they define as unconditional liberalization of markets, lack of attention
to institutions, and macroeconomic policies geared towards lowering inflation rather than
development and employment. They claimed development success requires high savings, rapid
capital accumulation, high levels of training, strong capacity to acquire new knowledge and rapid
insertion into international trade. Weak institutions, on the other hand, lead to economic instability
and financial crises. Contributors also argued that effective world governance must closely involve
employers, trade unions and non-government organizations. However, the Australian government is
strongly committed to controlling inflation first. Inflation benefits the wealthy investor through
providing higher interest rates on high lending levels, while rapidly reducing their levels of debt. The
wealthy can probably wait out the market. However, inflation may drive householders or small,
struggling businesses to desperation if repayments cannot be made on modest debts.
The first point of the Prime Minister’s five point plan to fight inflation first is that a hard line
approach must be taken to fiscal discipline. Achieving this and more competitive business
performance depend upon clearer accountability as well as more informed markets and communities,
which have the power to avoid dysfunctional costs. The policy direction which is discussed later can
now be led by large polluters in energy and manufacturing through audit of their greenhouse gases.
This will be necessary under the forthcoming National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Act, prior
to establishment of the carbon permit trading system aimed at reducing greenhouse gases and their
effects. According to discussion papers produced by the current and previous governments, large
greenhouse gas polluters will be provided with an appropriate number of carbon permits which have a
value to be determined. These ‘permits to pollute’ can be traded in the market. Polluters are also
expected to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions to meet the staged reduction requirements of the
Kyoto Treaty, or pay a penalty. Permit holders may also undertake ‘offsetting’ investments to reduce
greenhouse gas emissions in areas other than their own establishments. In an earlier European
trading scheme, governments commonly gave permits to polluters free of charge but in Australia a
permit auction has primarily been discussed. On what logical or scientific basis could anyone bid for
compulsory items of unknown future value, such as permits? Time and money should not be wasted
in gambling over what will happen when goals can be more directly pursued.
Management must be designed openly for evidence based comment and correction
In February 2008, Professor Ross Garnaut released his interim report on the climate change review
the Prime Minister had asked him to undertake. His terms of reference included report on:
The economic and strategic opportunities for Australia from playing a leading role in our region ’s
shift to a more carbon-efficient economy, including the potential for Australia to become a regional
hub for the technologies and industries associated with global movement to low carbon emissions;
and
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The costs and benefits of Australia taking significant action to mitigate climate change ahead of
competitor nations
Garnaut concluded Australia is relatively well placed to do well in a world of comprehensive global
efforts to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and that it is in Australian interests for the world to adopt
a strong and effective position on climate change. However, achieving this depends upon a well
structured carbon permit trading system. Garnaut states that the introduction of a price on emissions
must be the primary instrument for securing reduction of greenhouse gases and their effects. He
states this may either be done through an emissions tax or the issue of permits to be traded. In his
view, the latter course, if all work to normal economic expectations, is ‘ the more direct instrument
for securing the Australia’s emissions budget’ (2008, p. 46.) Will it also reduce greenhouse gases?
Garnaut raises a number of potential economic difficulties for Australian government, industries and
communities which may arise as a result of implementation of the trading system he describes and
also seems to support.
The European experience of carbon trading schemes so far has been that the long-term price of
tradable emissions permits is too uncertain to be a driver of systematic technological change in
industries where generating capacity investments are normally planned over thirty year periods. For
example, a recent article from The Economist, entitled ‘Coal power a burning issue’ in the Australian
Financial Review (AFR) states:
In theory, the carbon price (in Europe) and the threat of one (in the US) should dent enthusiasm for
coal. But in practice many utilities are betting that the disparity in fuel prices will outweigh the cost
of extra permits to pollute. At the moment permits cost pennies in Europe because governments
handed out too many of them…………Although there should be more of a shortage starting next
year, the futures price would have to rise from the current 22 per tonne of carbon to over 30 per tonne
to prompt a significant switch away from coal over the next two years, according to Henrik
Hasselknappe of Point Carbon consultancy.’
(AFR 19.11.07, p. 60)
In the United States, Enron began as a clean energy producer but its managers found they could make
more money for themselves in highly speculative deals of many kinds, rather than by innovating
effectively in either energy production or distribution . (McLean and Elkind, 2004). Was Enron a
rare bad apple or a logical expression of a prescientific, anti-competitive, market designed primarily
to serve its controlling sectional interests? Rather than wasting time and money arguing the finer
legal, economic or scientific points of this theoretically, and perhaps in court, a trading system based
on proven risk management principles and approaches in health and superannuation management,
which Australia already applies, should be consultatively designed by the Council of Australian
Governments (COAG). Adding new, complex, environment related issues to narrow, outdated
regulatory approaches, as often occurs in Australia, makes administration increasingly dysfunctional
and costly. Construction of an effective carbon permit trading system is an opportunity to abolish all
outdated management driven by comparatively narrow sectional interests, in order to adopt
coordinated risk management perspectives to meet all community, industry and related organizational
interests more directly. That appears to be safer than what is currently suggested and would liberate
good innovation.
Under the heading, ‘Robust institutional arrangements are needed’ Garnaut provides the following
early warning:
‘Care would need to be given to the design of the institutional arrangements for administering the
allocation and use of permits. Variation in the number of permits on issue or the price would have
huge implications for the distribution of income, and so could be expected to be the subject of
pressure on Government. There is a strong case for establishing an independent authority to issue and
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to monitor the use of permits, with powers to investigate and respond to non-compliance ‘(2007,
p.65).
The above approach seems irresponsible for any expert advisor to take to government, because the
latter is elected to govern. By giving away its power to a body established at arm’s length from
itself, government only makes itself more ignorant and unaccountable than it would otherwise have
been. I assume that if this recommended system is required by law but goes badly wrong it can only
be fixed in court, which is expensive. Governments, industries, communities and all related investors
need more open and reliable information to achieve more innovation leading to sustainable
development. Without the primary requirement for openness and the potential for evidence based
correction by government or its established authorities, arm’s length management can only lead to
more ignorance, extra cost, and likelihood of loss, rather than to achievement of investor aims. The
common legal perception, that blinding oneself is a prerequisite for correct action, predates scientific
views of most problems in any arena and of all r elated evidence. Ideally, from a scientific
perspective, we should be as informed as possible for good decision making to occur in any market.
This applies especially to governments.
The success of insurance, taxation, social insurance, or any business venture normally depends on
contributor trust. Ideally, this must be based on clear and easily available evidence that the structure
and management of any operation is sound and meets contributor, consumer and community goals
comparatively effectively. Government cannot do much about controlling financial risks, especially
those which can easily be passed on to communities, or sold to other investors, until electors clearly
understand the institutions of the market, their relationships, the incentives which spring from these
relationships and what these related institutions and individuals are likely to do as a result. From
social insurance perspectives outlined later, the design of a carbon permit issue is ideally also aimed
at reducing risk by achieving control of inflation and more open, stable, and competitive markets.
This can be done by governments and key organizations leading activity to control greenhouse gases
in partnerships with other community members, to achieve regional goals which have also been
consultatively and more broadly identified.
In 2007, the World Wide Fund (WWF) submission to the National Emissions Trading Taskforce
argued that, in principle, ‘either a cap and trade system or carbon taxes are acceptable methods of
introducing a price signal’, that will allow the market to determine the most economically efficient
approach to reducing greenhouse gas emissions. WWF is opposed to the idea that permits should
constitute ‘a property right rather than a licence to emit’. WWF believes that auctions should be the
primary means of permit allocation rather than free allocation. However, the scheme design that
WWF supports and the greenhouse gas prevention strategies that it provides in ‘A Prosperous, Low
Carbon Future’ (2007), suggest that ‘a permit to pollute’ is more accurately conceptualised as an
insurance premium or levy, similar to a workers’ compensation insurance premium (which is
actuarially determined) or the Medicare levy. It would also serve consumers.
The origins of social insurance and related fund management in Australia
Private individuals, business entities or other groups have traditionally purchased insurance from private
sector insurance companies which underwrite (i.e. bear the economic risk ) of various potential losses
which the premium purchaser may experience as a result of injury and legal suit, unemployment or other
unfortunate specified circumstances. Social insurance may be seen as akin to co-operative organization
and to taxation as well as to insurance because it is mandatory for all members of an identified
community. The degree of risk rating which ought to be reflected in premium prices and ideally related
premium management and fund ownership structures are matters for continuing development by
Australian governments today. So is the role of competition in social insurance and related savings and
investment systems.
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Keynes called for the extension of ‘publicness’, but with the government as leader rather than owner of
funds to be deployed with specified social and economic purposes. A related management perspective,
seeking stability and full employment through planning and investment of mandated insurance
premiums or savings, so as to avoid market fluctuations, was central to development of the British and
later Australian welfare visions.
The major architect of the post-war British welfare state, described social insurance as ‘the system by
which every citizen of working age contributes, ‘in the appropriate class ,’ according to the security that
is needed’ (Beveridge 1942, 11). Beveridge believed each worker should be covered for all needs
related to old age, possible unemployment, disability, or other relevant potential costs, by a single
weekly contribution on one document, and that all principal cash payments should continue so long as
the need lasts. He believed payments should be made from a social insurance fund built up by
contributions from the insured persons, from their employers, if any, and from the government.
However, he did not discuss the benefits of competition in relation either to fund ownership or
management. Garnaut appears to assume that all monetary value derived from the initial pricing of the
so-called carbon permits or credits should ideally be managed by the invisible hand of the markets. This
seems likely to be a slow, costly and uncertain way of achieving sustainability, whilst handing new
wealth to those individuals whose closest partners are those best placed to benefit from rapid market
movements.
When the Hawke Labor Government came to power in 1983, it began to address the long-term
problem of Australia's increasingly unacceptable terms of trade, primarily through an economic
management agreement (an ‘accord’) with the trade union movement. Industry councils were also set
up in manufacturing. These conducted stock takes of industry sectors and developed strategic plans.
This process moved employers and workers from an automatic reliance on barrier protection towards
strategies which included economic incentives for microeconomic reform to make organizations
more competitive in the longer term. This approach is also relevant for services. In 1984 the
Commonwealth government reintroduced taxation based universal health care after it had been
abolished under a previous government. Australian Council of Trade Unions (ACTU) wage claims
were adjusted downwards to take the cost of Medicare into symbolic account and to link future wage
claims with decentralized, enterprise based bargaining approaches, related industry and welfare
management and attempts to curb inflation. In 1985 a 2% national wage increase for workers was
foregone in return for payment of 3% of wages made in the form of superannuation funds. In 1992,
Commonwealth legislation introduced a superannuation guarantee. All employers were called upon
to contribute to an award based pool of retirement funds for employees, to be placed in relevant
savings and investment vehicles. Government cooperative arrangements with business and
community groups, which are designed to gain sustainable development , appear to be most reliably
and productively undertaken as logical extensions of these earlier planning approaches.
Although Australian and U.S. health care systems both use the term ‘managed funds ’ their design and
fund ownership structures differ. The universal coverage of the Australian Medicare system and its
integrated requirements regarding extra, voluntary private health insurance put downward pressure on
the prices that all doctors, hospitals and insurance companies charge. In the U.S., health insurance and
related care must normally be purchased in the market and many people find it too expensive and go
without. Duckett (1997) found the Australian system outperformed U.S. health care services in regard to
providing population access, equity of service provision and lower cost, but also had lower service
quality. Findings of comparatively poor service quality in Australia are disappointing because of the
potential for research and development provided by the comprehensive, national scope of the system and
all related data gathering. Since 1986 the Commonwealth has provided funds for health promotion
programs as well as for hospital and medical care, to improve health and tackle major, identified
problems. In the 1980s the states also established OHS acts with the aim of ensuring safe work places.
These provide employers and workers with general duties of care and require the identification,
prioritization and control of risks arising from work. Rehabilitation requirements were also introduced
to workers compensation acts. Approaches to the general duties of care outlined in OHS acts and in
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ideal rehabilitation and workers compensation practice are ideally also applied in duties of care to
consumers, communities and their environments.
The duty of care approach provides a logical framework for achieving clearer, more informed, effective,
stable, identification and control of all related risks, as they arise in places of production on one hand
and in communities on the other. In the traditional insurance model, in which the premium fund is
owned and managed by the private sector insurance company, the cost s of injury are passed on to all
who fund the larger pool by their premium or related investment purchases. The courts which settle
disputes about causes of injury provide no effective data gathering for preventing calamity or assisting
the establishment of the level of future premiums. Court practices are feudal in that an adversarial
conception of evidence gathering and treatment are considered socially desirable. From a scientific
perspective, which values objectivity and the related search for uncontaminated evidence by all sides
highest , such feudally driven practice may easily look like fraud. Adversaries are encouraged to
champion their own interests and may hide inconvenient truths due to entrenched doctrines of client
legal privilege. Laws are often without specified aims or any dictionary style definitions. The latter
classification systems of shared and consistent meaning are part of the vital logic of scientific
approaches to treatment. The prescientific legal discourse generates major opacity and cost s which
make effective management very difficult. This major problem was discussed in earlier articles in
‘Public Administration Today’ which were respectively entitled ‘From the Constitutional past to the new
educational ideal’ and ‘A healthier approach to justice and environment development in Australian
communities and beyond’ (2007, 2006).
Problem of increasing legal complexity are very worrying in the light of the new approach to risk
management by the Australian Greenhouse Office (AGO), at least under the previous government. The
aim of its book ‘Climate Change Impacts and Risk Management: Guide for Business and Government’,
was to ‘assist Australian businesses and organizations to adapt to climate change’ (AGO 2007, p.8). The
primary aim should logically be to reduce greenhouse gases rather than adapt to them. The AGO
approach to risk management is different from that required under state OHS acts, which first seek to
identify and control the risks of production (which may include g reenhouse gases) at the business
source. Instead, the AGO requires that individual organizations describe and list how various climate
change scenarios may impact on each of the key elements of their organization, and then determine how
the business should adapt to meet these problems. It is likely to be very difficult to know whether or
how global warming affects a particular business unit, even when it is being subjected to increasing
damage by pounding surf. The AGO approach to risk management puts the cart before the horse in a
highly speculative and complex fashion which mainly encourages action which is unhelpful to business
and regional communities. It invites the expensive involvement of specialist experts but appears less
likely to reduce the problem of greenhouse gas production, than to bring calls for compensation for
damage supposedly caused by climate change. Such calls are likely be led by lawyers, accountants and
their keenest clients. The legal fraternity are already thriving on many unclear, conflicting legal
expectations, so it is vital that a rational, simple and consistent view of risk management is widely
understood and applied in order to gain sustainable development. It deserves to be better understood in
all workplaces and communities. It should be extended, not undermined by new, less promising
approaches.
Until the 1980s, workers compensation related insurance funds were managed and owned (underwritten)
by private sector insurers under Liberal governments or owned and managed by Labor governments.
Today, the benefits of industry and government fund ownership, supported by competitive
administration to achieve all scheme goals, whether these are social, financial or environmental, are
better understood. In the 1980s in NSW five insurance company insolvencies occurred because
insurance company competition on premium price led to pricing wars between the forty insurers writing
the business and also led to insurer reserves running low at a time when courts were making increasing
lump sum payments (NSW Government 1986). A Labor government introduced the current managed
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fund structure. The model was retained by the Liberal government which concluded there was a lack of
evidence of benefits from private sector underwriting. (NSW WorkCover Review Committee 1989). It
has since been adopted in other states. Government and industry own the premium funds, which the
board manages according to normal commercial principles, to achieve the legislated scheme objectives.
Twelve insurers are contracted to collect premium, manage claims and invest funds on behalf of
government and industry. No sensible government or industry should deny itself the benefits of owning
its own premium pool and directing the competitive investment of the fund. It can then reap the
investment rewards itself and meet all the scheme objectives more directly and cost-effectively than
would otherwise be possible. This management structure promotes cost savings through better
opportunities for all risk identification and control, while reducing the instability produced by market
driven underwriting cycles.
Towards productivity gains from more scientifically designed competition
Hilmer’s report in 1993 to Australian Heads of Government on his independent committee of inquiry
into a national competition policy should have led naturally to a highly competitive approach to
sustainable development and triple bottom line accounting. He defined competition as, ‘striving or
potential striving of two or more persons or organizations against one another for the same or related
objects’ (1993, p.2). However, this late twentieth century idea, that competition need not primarily
be for money, has since been largely overlooked as a result of dysfunctional additions to older
legislation such as the Trade Practices Act (TPA). A clearer understanding of what Hilmer’s
approach to competition required but never had the chance to achieve is necessary. The traditional
economist assumes that the invisible hand of the market makes everything right as long as monopoly
can be avoided (unless the latter is deemed to be ‘natural’). Citing its agreement with Hilmer’s
earlier approach, the Productivity Commission pointed out in its report on telecommunications
competition regulation (2001 p.154) that trying to identify the misuse of market power in court is
likely to be impossible because the problem is not well defined or apparently amenable to clear
identification and related evidence gathering from any legal, economic or related scientific
perspective. Global inequality and market fluctuations are evidence that markets do not clear easily,
which is partly because of poor information available to investors. The related problem of loss of
investment control is ideally addressed by the competition policy Hilmer designed. It should be
implemented.
In the traditional economist’s view, the market is composed only of traders and the later concept of
the consumer (who often lacks comparative knowledge of the traded product or service) may be
unrecognised. The Productivity Commission’s report of its review of Australia’s national consumer
policy framework (2008) recommended the COAG instigate and oversee a review and reform
program for industry-specific consumer regulation. It is logical to start with an industry based
approach to sustainable development as well, if one assumes that the production related management
of risks to workers, consumers, communities and natural environments appear most easily carried out
together, through the related industry and community management contexts in which they arise as
problems. The report of the Standing Committee on Economics, Finance and Public Administration
inquiry into the current and future directions of Australia’s service industries (2006) stated that the
nature of many services limits the scope for productivity improvements, but the reverse actually
appears to be the case. Many services, such as finance and insurance, property and business services,
electricity, gas and water or transport also represent unavoidable costs for manufacturing and many
other businesses which need to be competitive in overseas markets in the interests of all Australians.
Such problems can be addressed better from regional industry and community perspectives which are
broadly scientific, as distinct from being driven by many more narrowly defined but ruling legal,
financial, bureaucratic, professional or related academic interests.
For example, positive incentives for improvement across the regional industry and community board
are necessary, rather than many bureaucratic or academic silos trying to pick winners to deliver small
amounts of funds to, at comparatively great expense. The report of the Australian House of
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Representatives Standing Committee on Economics, Finance and Public Administration inquiry
entitled ‘Australian Manufacturing: Today and Tomorrow’ (July 07), referred to the general business
abhorrence of government financial strategies which attempt to ‘pick winners’, but these are often
used by government. The report discussed the Export Marketing Development Grants (EMDGs),
research and development tax concessions, and the case of venture capitalists. It appears that many
of those in manufacturing, no doubt like many academics, feel that hopelessly competing for
comparatively small amounts of money is a waste of organizational and related government time and
money. The Business Council of Australia wants inefficient taxes and charges on production cut. The
ACTU submission stressed that Australian industry should progress ‘up the value chain’. Bluescope
Steel pointed out that one of its major priorities is ‘ensuring greenhouse gas regulations do not make
Australia’s steel industry uncompetitive’ and that China is the world’s largest producer and consumer
of steel and is naturally a major polluter. Such views suggest many wider opportunities exist for the
proposed design of more direct routes towards sustainable development suggested here.
The National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting Bill (2007) is a key opportunity to replace
dysfunctional regulation and to assist attainment of more informed markets and better skills
development in future. The Senate inquiry into the bill noted there are fifteen separate programs with
greenhouse and energy reporting requirements. The bill presents a chance for an investigative
baseline audit of major polluters to establish better scientific foundations for carbon measurement,
pricing and permit trading and for better industry and community based innovation and regional
development in future. Without an effective framework for management of sustainable development,
all trading to improve performance is likely to remain highly speculative, with all the associated high
risks and costs. The World Wide Fund Climate Solutions Vision for 2050 (WWF 2007) and other
key scientific and regional studies, appear ideally implemented in related investment contexts. The
WWF recommends breaking the link between energy services and primary energy production,
strategies to stop forest loss and concurrent growth of low-emissions technologies, development of
more flexible fuels, energy storage and new infrastructure and the displacement of high carbon coal
with low carbon gas. Carbon capture and storage potential must also be addressed. The national
framework for the management and monitoring of native vegetation, the national strategy for the
conservation of biological diversity and the national action plan for salinity and water quality also
appear to be most logically considered for direct implementation and as greenhouse gas offset
investments in related regional industry and community management frameworks.

The ‘arm’s length’ trustee in superannuation management
Direct action which attempts to manage the risks of climate change more scientifically to achieve the
desired objectives appears necessary, rather than relying primarily on the market managers of financial
risk to do the job. Recent press descriptions of the causes and effects of US mortgage defaults have
demonstrated the problems of the latter risk management approach, which fuels instability in the
business environment and all its related costs with apparently little concern or capacity to prevent any
kind of future calamity. Australians seek protection from inflation. Small businesses and home buyers
face many worries from increasing debt servicing requirements. The elderly may fret about investment
uncertainty related to their superannuation income. Fix their problems.
The idea that establishing fund management and/or risk underwriting bodies at arms length from an
original body will guarantee more objective management of the funds appears unlikely to be true if
the appointed trustees have secret relationships and drivers of their own. Yet this idea often appears
to be a normal expectation in the financial world. This increases general ignorance and all related
costs of production. More openly and broadly scientific approaches to fund management are needed
to achieve triple bottom line accounting and sustainable development, but those who most easily
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benefit from increasingly opaque and complex dealings have good reason to resist more open and
informed approaches. The report of the Parliamentary Joint Committee on Corporations and
Financial Services (2007) on the structure and operation of the superannuation industry
unquestioningly supports current requirements that superannuation funds are ideally managed and/or
underwritten at arm’s length by separate trustees of the funds. It recommended, however, that
treasury conducts a review of laws and regulations governing superannuation funds to identify how
they may be rationalised and simplified. There is a prior need to describe and justify the existence of
the funds’ trustees and their wider aims and relationships. Otherwise, Australian producers and
related saving and investment communities may be paying for the privilege of increasing their own
ignorance, costs and loss of control over their financial affairs.
The report recommended that trustees of superannuation funds should publicly tender their key
service provision agreements but Labor committee members resisted this. They thought
superannuation has been ‘governed by the trustee system in a sound and effective manner’ and that
publicly tendering key service provision agreements implied broader, ‘impractical and unnecessary
interference in the internal operations of business’ (2007, p. 199). On the other hand, if industry
superannuation funds freely tendered their key service provision agreements, this would encourage
the market through educating it. This seems highly appropriate if one also assumes that perfect
information, perfect competition, perfect accountability, perfect risk management and perfect
democracy are all logically and positively related. The necessity for structural separation of the
superannuation fund and its trustee to gain good management practice are often affirmed but never
explained in the report. The historical background it presents suggests the practice is likely to be a
regulatory anachronism which increases scheme costs and reduces both transparency and
accountability. This requires further investigation.
The way forward through more open audit and innovation
The best way forward now seems to be for the Department of Climate Change regulations policy
paper entitled ‘National Greenhouse and Energy Reporting System’ (Feb. 2008) to be adopted as an
industry code of practice and for an audit of the greenhouse gas emissions of large polluters to be
undertaken to consider and report on the practical adequacy of the current directions in the
department’s national greenhouse and energy reporting system discussion paper entitled ‘Technical
Guidelines for the Estimation of Greenhouse Emissions and Energy at Facility Level (Energy,
Industrial Process and Waste Sectors in Australia) (Dec. 2007). The importance of codes of practice,
as they are used under OHS acts, is that they provide the level of flexibility which is necessary to
achieve further innovative advancement and all the related benefits of more scientific practice.
Approved codes of practice are ideally followed unless another course of action appears safer,
according to the specific requirements of a particular situation. Workers in health care apply a similar
approach in that they ideally diagnose and treat each person after consideration of the apparently
relevant body of scientific evidence. The treatment may vary as far as this appears to be necessary to
meet the specific health needs of a particular individual’s situation. The reasons for deviation from
the generally expected expert practice should be documented. This then contributes to bodies of
related information which are studied to improve treatment of both common situations and atypical
ones.
The Department of Climate Change regulation policy paper states an external audit will be
undertaken by an external auditor who may use an audit team. However, no individuals who
represent the registered corporation can be members of the team. The advantage of having a member
of the registered corporation on the external audit team would be in order to inform it about any
sources of confusion. This will promote mutual learning and lead to more informed and less vague
reports by external auditors, who also cannot escape their responsibility for producing the final report.
Without such participation, any recommended audit process is more likely to lead to lawyers, rather
than to mutual education, if the auditors make an unavoidably ignorant mistake in relation to an
organization’s operations and the latter then takes understandable umbrage. Both sides may then go
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into their respective, secretive bunkers, until all come to court. Everyone can learn and fix mistakes
quicker and cheaper without lawyers if more communicative, scientific and investigative approaches
are adopted and potential improvements discussed.
So far, the technical guidelines discussion lacks key definitions which are necessary for comparable
and scientific practice. For example, the definition of indirect emissions relates only to electricity
use, which states, ‘From the point of view of the electricity purchaser, these emissions are indirect
emissions as they occur ‘off-facility’. It seems likely that only its own direct emissions can be
effectively measured by any organisation and that community based risk management processes are
more appropriate to deal with ‘indirect emissions’. This approach appears consistent with the
requirements of OHS acts on one hand, and community health management on the other. (For
example, one may identify, prioritize and attempt to control problems contributing to musculoskeletal
injury at work or in any other community context.) The technical guidelines paper states that
organizations can use a range of different Australian or international standards to guide their
greenhouse gas measurement activities and where there are no applicable standards the sampling and
measuring procedures should be carried out where possible in accordance with international industry
best practice guidelines. This seems likely to produce wide variation in what similar organizations
will do in sampling and measurement practice. Practical industry based investigation and
recommendation through audit is now necessary to gain more industry agreement about the best
standards for organizations to use for evidence based and consistent practice to meet all scientific
aims. This is ideally investigated during a preliminary and early audit process, conducted as an
experiment.
Garnaut does not define innovation, in comparison with continuing and improving development of
production methods on one hand, or pure research conducted in an academic environment, on the
other. The former approach seems more likely to be designed to solve a particular practical problem
of production or service. This innovation process ideally also creates a learning culture.
Comparatively few Australian employers appear able to undertake or support much scientific and
technological research and development on their own behalf. However, across the board benefits
may be derived if industry leaders, their organizations and members are willing to participate in
broader, more open, regional community planning approaches which also address effective
communication, skills development, education, and research to achieve national objectives related to
control of greenhouse gas emissions and sustainable development.
This direction should be encouraged by broadly available, clear and cheap risk management education
and by making key undergraduate and related curriculum content openly and freely available to all, so
that research training for postgraduate students can be built more transparently and effectively on this
clear basis of promotional and certifiable knowledge. This would benefit Australians and any others
who model their curriculum or similar approaches to governance for sustainable development upon it.
An open curriculum approach would also be the most obvious and effective way of developing skills
quickly and flexibly. It would be helpful for fighting inflation and for business and community
innovation and cost cutting. The closed, computer-based, distance education initiatives which
Australian universities have funded in the past decade are comparatively little utilized (Gallagher 2000;
Nelson 2002), their production costs are more expensive than classroom teaching and they have not
made money (Marginson 2004). These products are not open to scrutiny so quality cannot be judged.
Openness will improve it.
Conclusion
The history of Australian health service provision, work injury insurance and superannuation suggests
that more clearly related risk management approaches of the kind that apply to protecting workers
and community health should also be applied to protect or enhance natural environments.
Management of the risks of climate change should be undertaken in these related regional community
and industry contexts. The government should price and manage the carbon permit issue to
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encourage more sustainable development. More open and broadly scientific management approaches
to permit design and trading would also enable many legal, bureaucratic and professional cost
reductions. Governments, industries and communities should now cooperatively establish
regionally coordinated, consultative and transparent planning, risk management and related fund
management structures, to support key sustainable development goals. Social insurance management
and investment models which lead to sustainable development can be introduced with an audit of
greenhouse gas emissions. More informed, competitive and freer markets can be ushered in by big
polluters with government, industry and community help. The government ideally provides an
agreed number of carbon permits, with a scientifically identified value. The permit issue is ideally
designed and managed to control inflation and attain more open, scientific, stable, and competitive
markets, which enable industry and community investments that are directly related to attaining
sustainable development. Polluters choose either to reduce their greenhouse gas emissions at the
business source, or invest in the control of related problems in surrounding communities.
.
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CALLING UPON THE AUSTRALIAN AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY REVIEW

FOR A SAFER, GREENER, PLANNED TRANSPORT INNOVATION FUND
INTRODUCTION AND KEY RECOMMENDATION
This submission to the Australian Automotive Review responds to the question on page 12 of the
Department of Innovation, Industry, Science and Research issues paper on the Australian Automotive
Industry, which is:
Should automotive-specific assistance continue? The answer is NO.
Based primarily on analysis of the broader supporting discussion paper entitled ‘The Australian
Automotive Industry’ the current submission argues that all existing Australian auto industry support
mechanisms, such as the Automotive Competitiveness and Investment Scheme (ACIS) and other
auto- related research and development incentives, should be folded into the new Green Car
Innovation Fund announced by the Australian Government and this fund should be appropriately
broadened and renamed:
The safer, greener, planned transport innovation fund
The proposed automotive industry innovation design which is discussed later ideally assists
automotive industry goals to be planned and pursued more competitively in more broadly coordinated
Australian and related regional contexts, in order to provide positive incentives for improvements
across related regional industry and community boards. The alternative appears to be to perpetuate
many Australian bureaucratic, academic or related silos trying to pick winners to deliver small
amounts of funds to, at great expense.
The report of the Australian House of Representatives Standing Committee on Economics, Finance
and Public Administration inquiry entitled ‘Australian Manufacturing: Today and Tomorrow’ (July
07), referred to the general business abhorrence of government financial strategies which attempt to
‘pick winners’, but these are often used by government. The report also discussed the Export
Marketing Development Grants (EMDGs), research and development tax concessions, and the case
of venture capitalists in a similar context. It appears that many of those in manufacturing, no doubt
like many academics, feel that hopelessly competing for comparatively small amounts of money is a
waste of organizational and related government time and money. The Business Council of Australia
wants inefficient taxes and charges on production cut. The ACTU submission stressed that
Australian industry should progress ‘up the value chain’. Bluescope Steel pointed out that one of its
major priorities is ‘ensuring greenhouse gas regulations do not make Australia’s steel industry
uncompetitive’ and that China is the world’s largest producer and consumer of steel so is naturally a
major polluter. Such views are ideally also reflected in this submission. All suggest that regional
opportunities now exist for the proposed design of more directly related Australian routes up the
value chain towards sustainable development. Cut out all the currently dysfunctional industry
assistance.
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WHY THE SAFER, GREENER, PLANNED TRANSPORT INNOVATION FUND?
The automotive industry is global and Australia and its major trading partners are now committed to
sustainable development and to the reduction of greenhouse gases as their primary development
goals. Attainment of these common goals appears to be most easily achieved by broadly coordinated,
openly planned searches for effective innovations to meet related triple bottom line accounting goals,
which are financial, social and environmental. The car is vitally necessary but public transport is
greener and the search for more environmentally friendly fuel relates to both. The proposed fund is
designed to assist producers and other stakeholders ascend the sustainable development value chain.
Hilmer’s proposed national competition poli cy would have led to triple bottom line accounting if it
had been implemented. It was not. He defined competition as, ‘striving or potential striving of two
or more persons or organizations against one another for the same or related objects’ (1993, p.2). His
late twentieth century idea, that competition need not only be for money, was largely overlooked as a
result of dysfunctional additions to older and outdated Australian legislation such as the Trade
Practices Act (TPA). The latter appears to assume that market competitors ideally and normally
pursue money as their only motive and that this kind of competitive pursuit is always in the public
interest. The Australian evidence on health care and on workers compensation insurance provision
shows this view is wrong. Government and industry ownership of funds may allow more effective
identification of the outcomes of competitive contract offer and related product or service delivery.
On the other hand, the ruling Australian legal monopoly operates feudally, using few of the scientific
expectations and procedures which arose centuries ago and which are essential for quality
management of any goods or services.
The globally recognized need for sustainable development now demonstrates that many assumptions
which underpin old legislation and many current economists’ activities are outdated, along with many
related theories about ‘the invisible hand’ which supposedly moves markets benignly, in the interests
of all, if left to its own devices. Enormous disparities in wealth globally and within nations, plus the
continuing fact of economic booms and crashes cast extreme doubt on the idea that markets will clear
as long as governments do not tamper with them other than to prevent monopolies arising. Those
with financial power appear to like markets that are systematically rigged in their own interests, and
may achieve this largely by denial of clear and truthful information, combined with urging less
informed people into high risk behaviour. Such financial goals are assisted by client legal privilege
and many related legal concepts. Life may die out if one waits for market clearing in the long run, as
Keynes presciently pointed out.
Ironically, the old fashioned economist’s idea, that perfect information appears logically necessary
for perfect competition, seems to have been conveniently forgotten by most contemporary economic
ideologues. I assume it is no accident that such people are normally close to those with continuing
interests in managing financial services. Bill Clinton famously said, ‘It’s the economy, Stupid’. Or is
it the political environment, Stupid, created by those able to grow rich by investing others’ money in
opaque financial instruments and also charging fees for placing the bets that they have
recommended?
The idea that perfect information is necessary for perfect competition, perfect science and perfect
control of risk makes perfect sense to me. I assume the Australian automotive industry must be
analyzed in this global context, which is why I recommend the openly planned approach to increasing
competition to achieve sustainable development outlined later. Is this conservative or radical? You
be judge. (I don’t give a fig for your labels.)
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FIRST KEY DEVELOPMENT GOAL: PRODUCTION OF THE SAFER, GREENER,
AFFORDABLE CAR IN AUSTRALIA AND INTERNATIONALLY
From reading the papers guiding the submissions to this inquiry, I assume the main goal of
stakeholders in the Australian automotive industry should be to participate effectively in the global
search and production of the safer, greener, affordable car.
To pursue this goal, one first needs a clearer picture of car industry production processes and
relationships in Australia, and in related regional contexts. These production processes and
relationships also underpin the employment and trade related numbers in the Australian automotive
industry background papers. Consideration of the Australian industry and its global context is
necessary in order to be able to identify those innovation strategies which seem likely to achieve all
national and international goals related to the production of the safer, greener, affordable car and
other safer, greener, transport later.
CLARIFY THE NATIONAL, INTERNATIONAL AND RELATED HISTORICAL
CONTEXT OF AUTO PRODUCTION IN THE LIGHT OF THE ABOVE GOAL
Whilst I have a great deal of respect for the work of the Productivity Commission, I think that gaining
the information discussed below is now more important than asking it ‘to undertake modelling on
economy-wide effects of future assistance options’, as proposed by the current inquiry. In my view,
such early economic modelling is merely likely to produce complex figuring based on existing
industry trends and many opaque and/or highly contested assumptions. This appears likely to do little
or nothing to assist the industry restructures which are necessary to meet the goals of sustainable
development. Hold the early economic modelling and follow the direction suggested below instead.
I know little or nothing about how cars are produced, financed, marketed, purchased, maintained and
disposed of in Australia or globally. Nearly all my knowledge has been gained by reading the
discussion papers provided on the Australian automotive industry. I get the impression from this that
the parents of Australian producers have long ago seen the likelihood of rising petrol prices on one
hand and lower wage labour markets on the other, and that these two trends partly explain the kind of
car being produced in this country. Australian producers currently appear to manufacture the least
popular type of car s – neither four wheel drive gas guzzlers for the rich, nor cheap, tiny ones which
use comparatively little petrol. On present trends, Australian production appears to be the most
obvious for its parent companies to phase out. How independent of its parent companies is Australian
production? Where decisions are made in Australia alone?
My personal impression is that the marketing and maintenance of cars has recently become much
more labour intensive and therefore expensive for consumers, in comparison with the past. I guess
this is also a sign of Australian industry decline, which contributes to it, like the increasing price of
petrol. On the other hand, I assume there is massive future demand for cars in developing nations.
They will need to be cleaner, greener and affordable, especially where public transport is not a better
planning option.
If my extremely ignorant analysis is correct, Australia appears to need to develop its innovation
capacities strongly rather than relying on its existing production methods. It seems wise to discuss
research and patents broadly in this context, as addressed later.
LEARN FROM ALL AUSTRALIAN STAKEHOLDERS, THEIR PARENTS AND ACTUAL
OR POTENTIAL DEVELOPMENT PARTNERS TO PRODUCE A SAFER, GREENER,
AFFORDABLE CAR IN AUSTRALIA AND BEYOND
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The first group of key stakeholders in achieving the goal of the safer, greener, affordable car are all
those who wish to live in more sustainable environments where greenhouse gases are reduced and
where any new cars purchased are also safer and greener as well as affordable. In Australia,
governments primarily represent all these people. Some of the latter are car owners or potential car
owners and some are not.
The second group of key stakeholders in regard to the above goal are those whose primary income is
from investment or employment in car production in Australia. GM Holden, Ford Motor Company of
Australia and Toyota Motor Corporation of Australia are all fully owned subsidiaries of major
overseas producers while Mitsubishi Motors Australia ceased its Australian production in 2008. It
remains in the market as an importer of a full range of vehicles.
On page 1 of the discussion paper, one learns that there are over 30 producers of cars in Australia.
However, I assume this is an error and that they are actually selling imported cars rather than
producing them in Australia for sale. (They must also be consulted.)
Other Australian auto industry stakeholders are over 200 firms producing automotive components.
(What exactly are these components?) In 2006 Australian motor vehicle producers apparently
sourced 75% of components from Australian component producers. The Australian automotive
industry also accesses specialised tooling services from around 500 firms located in this country.
(What exactly are these services?)
Other stakeholders in safer, greener, affordable car production in Australia are those who provide
other essential products or services to the key Australian stakeholder groups
(e.g. finance, marketing, maintenance, car body disposal, research, education etc.).
These primarily Australia partnerships must also be considered in the context of related international
partnerships. This is discussed later.

PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION TO DEVELOP THE ABOVE DIRECTION
A clearer view of the car production process and related industry in Australia is necessary in order to
identify the key innovation strategies which seem most likely to achieve the national and international
goals which I have previously identified above. One needs to:
•
•
•
•

Find out more about what key auto producers in Australia (and their parents) do now and see

as necessary for themselves and others in future to achieve the safer, greener, affordable car.
(Check out car sellers as well as the producers.)
Find out what the current domestic and foreign customers want from Australian auto
production, in the light of mutual national and international goals for greenhouse gas
reduction
Learn more about the current production processes and future intentions of major auto related
overseas producers which export to Australia
Learn more from auto and related Australian education and research institutions with a view to
supporting the cleaner, greener sustainable car better in future.

Consult Australian auto producers (and sellers of imported cars):
The Australian automotive industry background paper states that the Australian automotive industry
includes a wide range of activities, including vehicle production, component production, tooling and
design and engineering (p. 3). What major production processes actually underlie these concepts?
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One cannot know how cleaner, greener, affordable, car industry goals can be achieved without clearly
understanding the nature of the major production processes, and related stakeholder interests and
plans.
To undertake this research first contact major motor vehicle producers in Victoria and South
Australia. Three motor vehicle producers also have research and development capability within
Australia. In addition there are over 200 firms producing automotive components predominantly
based in Melbourne and Adelaide who should be contacted. The Australian automotive industry
accesses specialised tooling services from around 500 firms located in this country. There are over
30 sellers of imported cars in Australia. All or many of these organizations should be consulted. I
assume such research is ideally also guided by information under ANZSIC industry classification
231: Motor vehicle and motor vehicle part manufacture and key related ANZSCO occupational
classifications.
The researchers should try to understand and report on the above stakeholders’ past and current
production and related activities and relationships and ask them about their personal views or ideal
plans for the future - especially in the light of the sustainable development aims outlined earlier for
the auto and transport industries nationally and internationally. This may be conceived as mutual
education, which is discussed later.
Do not post out massive tick the box questionnaires. Such arm’s length questionnaire formulation is
often ignorant and its results are often meagre and therefore expensively uninformative and
unreliable, in my opinion. The research computations of such work seldom point out opportunities.
Instead talk to all or lots of the stakeholders face to face and report analytically on the answers
quickly. Also consider focus groups or inviting written submissions. On no account transcribe the
tape recorded results of talking to each individual into a computer, as if every word is priceless, in
order to analyse the results of this later, using one of many forms of computer software which are
now available for this. This bizarre process, which universities appear to have universally adopted in
recent years, massively reduces the number of people one can talk to because it is so slow and
expensive. It is also possible that one or more of the research team will develop occupational overuse
syndrome or a related medical problem and will need to access workers’ compensation, thereby
putting the total research project in peril indefinitely and necessitating additional expenditure on
researcher rehabilitation and equipment.
Instead record what as many as possible of the industry stakeholders say, while also quickly taking
notes. Then think about this content intelligently and write it up fast, in the light of the research
project aims and Australian Bureau of Statistics or other relevant industry research. Do not make a
big song and dance about confidentiality. Encourage people to open up and share knowledge in the
interests of all, as discussed again later.
Consult Australian and overseas customers for Australian produced cars:
Learn more about the major customers for auto production in Australia and in the world, to encourage
broader development partnerships to achieve the goals of cleaner, greener, affordable auto and
transport production, in which Australia can play an effective part.
Apparently, the sales of Australian made vehicles are largely dependant on private and government
fleet purchases. This appears to represent opportunities for future growth and development in the
light of mutual aims for safer, greener, more affordable auto and transport production in Australia and
internationally. Further consultation with existing and potential customers should be used to test this
hypothesis. (Graphs on page 3 which address this are hard to understand. Further consultation and
clarification would be good)
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In the last few years the Middle East has apparently emerged as Australia’s main export market (p. 6).
The paper states ‘this dependence on the middle East market is a concern for the industry, especially
with growing competition from Asian nations that enjoy scale and geographic advantages over
Australia’. This seems to me to be a major opportunity rather than a major threat, especially given
mutual relationships with China. Other major automotive export markets apparently include the US,
New Zealand, Korea and China.
Is Austrade the most appropriate body to undertake this kind of consultation?
Consult current major overseas auto related producers which export to Australia
Charts 7 and 8 (p. 8) indicate major vehicle imports to Australia (from Japan, Thailand, Korea,
Germany and the US) and major component imports (from the US, Japan, Indonesia, Germany and
China). Consult with all key producers with a view to achieving the global and related national aims
outlined earlier.

CONSIDER FURTHER SUPPORT FOR INDUSTRY INN OVATION IN THE ABOVE
CONTEXT OF STAKEHOLDER CONSULTATION AND RESEARCH
The research recommended above is consistent with the development direction recommended in the
report of the Review of the Skills Base in NSW and the Future Challenges for Vocational Education
and Training (IPART 2006). This concluded that increased levels of vocational education and
training should be a key element in a ‘whole of government’ strategy designed to increase the supply
of skilled labour. The IPART report called for ‘broader, more sophisticated responses than traditional
approaches to skills creation’ and wanted to ensure that skills are ‘used and applied in the real world
of work.’ It also calls for a shift in focus from vocational education and training to the newer concept
of ‘workforce development’ (p. iv). The report later noted that ‘a collaborative approach between
government, employers and training organizations is needed, to achieve viable long-term
participation of individuals in the labour market and sustainable productivity and economic growth.
It suggested the government will need to expand its role from being a provider of funds and training
to also being an enabler whose function is to help, encourage and support its partners to play a greater
role in future workforce development’ (p.39). This seems equally applicable to universities. There
are many ways that universities and other higher education providers may collaborate or compete
with each other. This should now be discussed specifically in regard to the development of cleaner,
greener, affordable car and related transport.
A learning culture is needed to support innovation. The explosion of information technology means
it is now easier for education content to be disseminated through a wide variety of media and utilised
quickly in related skills development. There is now a greater need and potential than ever for the
rational development of open education content and for effective teaching and workplace based
supervision to assist in the development and assessment of competencies. Knowledge production is
different to other forms because its value to the community multiplies and increases through its
creation, spread and use, rather than the product being used up or the production destroying the ‘
global commons’ for private gain, as is normally the case in agriculture, mining or manufacturing.
Florida (2003) pointed out that because a good idea produces more value for the community the more
it is used and built upon it also produces increasing returns on production rather than the diminishing
returns which traditional economists think is normal. He claimed that traditional societies overprotect
intellectual property and reduce opportunities for creativity, which he conceptualised as the useful
combination of new forms out of existing knowledge. From this perspective, which I share, the
broader the education reach, the broader the dissemination of knowledge and related productive and
innovative strategies.
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The quality of education is partly in the eye of the beholders who consume it depending on their
personal capacities and needs. Education openness may therefore logically be seen as a necessary but
insufficient test of education quality. The more one knows about education beforehand, the more one
may judge if it is worth consuming further. Certification of student competency to practice safely and
effectively is a separate matter, which may be managed by the most relevant institutions according to
various specifications related to the stakeholder and broader community requirements. Research is
need on what skills must primarily now be taught to assist the development of safer, cleaner,
affordable cars and transport through the related development of the recommended safer, cleaner,
affordable transport development fund.
The Chinese do not care for patents much and nor do I. As a result of attending Australia’s first national
biotechnology conference and many educational events organized by the Sydney University Business
Liaison Office, I have gained the strong impression that patents and related secrecy add major costs and
produce high risks and hindrances for all broader innovation and development. Patent development
requirements call for extremely high levels of secrecy combined with opaque, specialised legal, financial
and related technical language to serve a range of unknown and possibly highly divergent future
expectations, which are normally driven by lawyers and short term market interests. This also creates
associated higher levels of risk arising from cyclical market fluctuations and related expectations.
Sydney University policy mandates secrecy for all its ‘trade secrets, institutional knowhow, plans,
strategies and initiatives’. This level of secrecy appears to be against the institutional, consumer and
public interest. Is one expected to whisper one’s plans and strategies to one’s lawyer and to one’s lesser
intimates around the world until sustainable development is attained by all? If so it seems likely that the
most vulnerable forms of Australian automotive related life will soon become extinct. Many more open
and competitive approaches to innovation and development are better instead.
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